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About This Game

You can't save the whole world. It's going to be eaten by a mythological demon with the head of a fish. But as a puppet that
absorbs all it touches, you can try to rescue as much of Earth's greatness as you can before the end arrives.

In the beginning, you roam the Earth, capable of absorbing only the tiniest of objects. A glass marble you collect becomes your
head, and a pair of jellybeans becomes your hands. Small creatures overwhelm you, with rats kicking you around and golden

retrievers threatening to stomp you to pieces. But with every object you collect, your puppet self grows larger. Eventually, you'll
become a towering behemoth with fire engines for arms and the ability to absorb entire buildings.

The Wonderful End of the World takes you through 12 unique locations, with over a thousand treasures to gather before the end
comes. Steal some sweets from the candy store, where gummi fish swim in a blueberry river; visit a surrealist library to find that

the words have literally leapt out of their books; and explore the Megalopolis, where you'll watch a lively end-of-the-world
parade and then gobble it up before making your way to grab the tallest skyscraper ever built.
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10 achievements for exploring and unlocking secret areas of the game
12 unique locations to explore
3 gameplay modes: Timed, Timeless, and Exploration
16 bouncy music tracks keep the action rocking. Or bopping.
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Overall best Open world game I have played.. If you ever wanted to feel like a total badass, play this game.. I used to work in
Retail and all i could think was "buy something or GTFO"..

Looking forward to this developing in future.

8\/10

. Holly crap the game just stops in the middle of play. The end... Game is not finished dont buy.... Only halfway through the
game and I can't take anymore...

I adore platformers. Ever since I was a kid with my first console.
This is NOT a platformer. Its a gimmick. A creative yet frustrating gimmick. Noodle (the snake that you play) controls like
absolute garbage with a keyboard. There were many times I knew what I needed to do, and how to tell him to do it. But he just
does not care for the clickety-clack sound of my keys. And the fact that the button I need to press in order to go a direction
changes, JUST BECAUSE THE CAMERA MOVED?! Absolutely infuriating. I cannot stand to play more than a level or two in
one sitting. I even was nearly brought to tears trying to 100% Lazy Lagoon...
If you do try this one out, the line: "We recommend using a controller to play Snake Pass" should be advice you listen to. I
refuse to out of spite :P
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I enjoyed playing with the young Angela and going back in her past, the story was amusing, entertaining and really fun. All the
drama of going to prom, meeting your rival at the reunion and having the funny twist of going to jail. Loved getting the
achievements, playing the challenges and how it was all put together as a year book. I would definitely recommend this game!!.
Still doesn't work on certain computers after a really long time after release. Come on dev's, your game looks good but
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. It seems to be set up for micro transaction hell. It's moderately fun, but there doesn't seem to be
REAL multiplayer. Everyone plays bots in their own instance. It's a high score contest instead of a multiplayer shooter. It's a fun
VR game, but it's really more of a tech demo than anything. The AI sucks and you can pretty much dominate every game if
you're in VR.. Contrary to some of the reviews posted here this is an incredible piece of software for producing more than just
abstract or impressionist mediums. Having dabbled with the brush setups this program is capable of producing a level of fine
detail that also lends itself to all types of artwork, including something that looks almost photorealistic if required. Amazingly
this can be acheived simply changing the settings of one brush throughout.

At first I will admit it was a struggle to get to grips with anything other than experimenting with the stock brushes to create
weird and wonderful doodles but once you learn how to modify brushes to your liking the sky really is the limit. Compared to
the price of art software of a similar quality and scope this program really is a steal.

. This game isnt a bad game. Once I started I was like, who would ever play this. I see a lot of people that leave bad comments
on this game but they seem to never play this game for more than 30 minutes. Once you start playing you can level up and get
more gear and fight other players. It is a very fun game once you get into it more, but it can be very boring once you start off. I
am level 58 right now in the game and I have a long way to go. I do suggest this game if you have time. My advice to you is once
you start playing the game and you decide to get a pet don't get a penguin xD its a horrible pet. Other than that I do highly
reccomend this game if you like 2d games and I feel like they should make this game a third person game, it would be much
more fun. Thanks for reading.. One of the few games I own on more than 1 platform. I bought it on day one when console
version came out last year and I finished a playthrough in local coop with my friend. We did it on tactician mode with lone wolf
perk using only 2 party members whole game. It was as much difficult to do on first blind playthrough as it was satisfying and
fun.

I have spent almost 150h total with Divinity Original Sin 2 at this point and eventually it will be much more. It\u2019s a
marvelous masterpiece and RPG genre milestone. Give it a chance if you\u2019re into turn-based combat, fantasy and
intriguing characters.. Its one of those games that is a failure of a port from ouya to PC. The game is
complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 by that i mean, you press an arrow key on one direction you continue
running that direction for a while. The moving in this game also feels very weird like its extremely laggy. Don't buy this game
until they fix the keyboard controls. Also, i was very confused with this game since it didnt have a tutorial and the how to play
option was horribly described. waste of my 13 dollars, i should of bought prison architect! Every single tackle is a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing yellow card. The controls then again are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing horrible. The passing is
horrible. Where the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 is the time in this game?
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